END OF SUPPORT
FOR MICROSOFT
DY N A M I C S A X
IS RIGHT AROUND THE
CORNER!

Move Out of Limbo and Modernize
Come October 2021, Microsoft will no longer support older versions of Microsoft
Dynamics AX. This leaves businesses still running Dynamics AX with just three
options:
• Option 1 – Transition to Microsoft Dynamics 365 before October 2021
• Option 2 – Continue using unsupported on-premises software after
October 2021
• Option 3 – Costly extended support until October 2023 (available only for
AX 2012 R3)
Whether or not you’re ready to move right now, PowerObjects understands your
concerns, as well as the benefits you may be missing out on. While migrating
can be burdensome, our proven process is streamlined and can provide you an
optimized migration path that will ultimately save you time and money.

Microsoft invests
more than $1B a year
and employs more
than 3,500 security
experts to protect your
information.
Your data is more secure
in the Microsoft Cloud
than in the data center
in your company’s
server room.

Common Migration Concerns
Data Security

Costly and time-intensive
migration process

Cost to customize

Licensing transition
(pay per user model)

Microsoft cloud capabilities

Additional on-premise
hardware upgrades

Top Benefits of Migrating to Microsoft Dynamics 365
This is the last upgrade you will ever have to do,

Redesign and modernize business process to focus

preparing you for future growth.

on innovations and faster ROI.

With Dynamics 365, you have the latest and

Migrating your current Dynamics AX

greatest version at all times, never missing out

implementation to Dynamics 365 will allow you to

on new features.

modernize the way you do business.

Make intelligent business decisions quicker
leveraging integrated real-time analytics with
Power BI, Artificial Intelligence(AI), and Machine
Learning (ML).

Leverage the flexibility of the cloud to be able to
work from anywhere on any device and be able
to grow and scale up on the fly.

Change can be scary and the unknown is even scarier, but migrating to the Microsoft cloud with
PowerObjects turns a daunting task into an exciting transition with every step mapped out, a no-charge
initial assessment, and exclusive transition pricing to minimize the cost of migrating to the cloud.
Start Your Migration Project Today

Why PowerObjects
PowerObjects has a global team of experts with years of Dynamics AX, Dynamics 365, and industry experience that
will assess and evaluate your current business processes and future business needs to develop an upgrade plan that
leverages the latest technologies and best practices for a smooth transition.
Self-Service Support Options

Education at Your Fingertips

• PowerCare Portal (screenshot below)

• User adoption

• DSE Model – A dedicated support engineer who learns your

• Change management

business inside and out will help you every step of the way

• Dedicated resources to education
• Training for everyone

P O W ER C A R E P O R T A L

What to Expect
When you engage with PowerObjects, we will help you:

Understand how to take advantage
of the new features and technologies
of the full platform to optimize and
transform your operations.

Develop an Upgrade Roadmap based
off of interactive workshops designed
to asses all of your current processes
and technologies.

The Upgrade Roadmap will include, but is not limited to, the following:
• Upgrade Project Charter
• Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) estimates
• Risk analysis assessment findings
• Change management and education plan
• Upgrade and Deployment approach and timeline

Next Steps
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Answer a few
quick questions

Get on the phone with
our migration experts
for a no-charge, noobligation migration
assessment call

Complete Roadmap
questionnaire

Get on the road to
migration success with
PowerObjects!

DYNAMICS 365 MIGRATION PROGRAM
Have More Questions?

As part of our toolbelt, PowerObjects leverages

Download the Migration FAQ

cost of migration for our customers, while also

all of Microsoft’s migration program to ease the
going well beyond that framework in terms of
Education and Support.

100% FOCUSED ON MICROSOFT BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
PowerObjects.com

866.770.3355

